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Abstract: We prove that if a sequence Un)n of D.C. functions 
(Difference of two Convex functions) converges to a D. C. function 
f in some appropriate way and if Un is a critical point of fn, in the 
sense described by Toland, and is such that ( un)n converges to u, 
then u is a critical point off, still in Toland 's sense. We also build a 
new algorithm which searches for this critical point u and then apply 
it in order to compute the solution of a semilinear elliptic equation. 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this work is to study the stability property of Toland's critical 
points with respect to the convergence of sequences of D.C. functions (Difference 
of two Convex functions) and its application to the resolution of semi-linear 
elliptic problems. In the sequel, critical point always means critical in the sense 
of Toland . Section 2 is dedicated to some preliminary results. In Section 3, we 
study the normalized D.C. decomposition in a space having an infinite dimension 
and prove that every D.C. function f : X ---> R = R U { + oo} has a normalized 
D.C. decomposition. In Section 4, we present the conditions under which the 
convergence of a sequence Un)n of D.C. functions to f and the convergence of a 
sequence (un)n where Un is a critical point of fn to u, imply that u is a critical 
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properties. In Section 6, the resolution of a semi-linear elliptic problem by this 
algorithm is presented. 

2. Preliminary results 

Let X be a Banach space, X* its dual space and fo(X) the cone of proper, 
lower semi-continuous (lsc), convex functions on X. 

DEFINITION 2.1 1. A function f is called a D. C. function if there exist two 
convex functions g and h such that f = g- h . The couple (g , h) ·is called 
a D. C. decomposition of f. If g and h are lower semi-continuous, this 
decomposition is called a lsc D. C. decomposition off. 

2. A point x* in X is a local minimizer off= g- h, if f( x*) = g(x*)- h(x*) 
is finit e and if there exists a neighbourhood V of x* such that: 

f( x* ) :S f( x ), 'Vx E V <=> g(x*)- h(x*) :S g(x)- h(x), 'V.T. E V. 
3. x is a critical point off = g- h if: 

fJg(x) n fJh(x) =f. 0 <=> o E fJg (x) - fJh(x). 

DEFINITION 2.2 Let X be a reflexive Banach space and Un)n be any sequence 
of lsc functions defined on X. The sequence (Jn)n Mosco-epi-converges to a lsc 
fun ction f (we write: f = M- elmfn) if: 

'Vx EX: w- elifn(x) 2': f(x) 2': s- els fn(x), 

where: 

w- elifn(x) = inf lim inf fn(Xn), 
Xn.--'"X n 

s- els f n(x ) = inf lim supfn(Xn)· 
Xn~X n 

DEFINITION 2.3 Let f: X---.. R be a D.C. fun ction. The decomposition (g,h) 
is a normalized D. C. decomposition off if: infxEX h(x) = 0. 

Notice that this condition implies: h(x) 2': 0, 'Vx EX. 

PROPOSITIO N 2.4 Let X be a Banach space and f a lsc D. C. function, then f 
has a normalized D. C. decomposition. 

Proof. Let f be a D .C. function. Iff is lsc, there exist two lsc convex functions g 
and h such that f = g- h, Elhilali Alaoui (1996), with dom(oh) =j:. 0, Bronsted 
and Rockafellar (1965). Let xo be any element of dom(fJh) and x0 be any 

element of 8h(x0 ). We define g and h : X ----:. R as: 

g(x) = g(x)- h(xo) - ( x~, x- xo), 

h(x) = h(x)- h(xo)- (x~, x - xo). 

One immediately .proves that g and hare convex, h(x) 2': 0, 'Vx E X, h(xo) 
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CoROLLARY 2.5 Every D.C. fun ction f : R" --> R has a normalized D.C. 
decomposition. 

Proof. Since dornf = R", f is continuous on R" , because every convex function 
is continuous on the interior of its domain. Then, f has a continuous decom
position, Elhilali Alaoui (1996). The above property is a direct consequence of 
the previous Proposition 2.4. • 

3. Coercivity 

DEFINITION 3. 1 Let X be a Banach space, fn be any element of fo( X), for 
every n in N . Un)n is 1111 -equi-continuous at xo in X if: 

YE > 0, :h·, > 0, Yx E B(xo,r,), Yn E N : I'Pn(x)- 'Pn(xo) l <E. 

DEFINITION 3.2 Let X be a Banach space and Un) n be any sequence of func
tions in X with values in R . 

1. Un)n is diagonal- coercive if: 
llxn ll--> +oo => fn(x,)--> +oo. 

2. (!,.), is strongly diagonal-coercive if: 

II II 
f , (xn) 

x, --> +oo => TxJI --> +oo. 
3. Un )n is equi- coercive if there exist two nonnegative constants a and (3 

such that: 
Yx EX, Yn EN: fn( x ) 2: allxll- (3 . 

REMARK 3.3 Any equi- coercive sequence (or strongly diagonal-coercive) is diag
onal-coercive. 

1. An equi-coercive sequence is not necessarily strongly diagonal- coercive. For 
example, let f : X --> R defined by: f (x) = llxll + r , where r is a fixed 
real. f is equi-coercive but it is not strongly diagonal-coercive. Indeed: 

f(x) = 1 + _1_· --+ 1. 
llxll llxllllxll ----+oo 

2. If Un)n is diagonal- coercive (resp. strongly diagonal- coercive) then, for 
any sequence (xn )n of X, if(Jn(Xn))n (resp. Un(x,)/ ll xn li) n) is bounded 
from above, then (xn )n is bounded from above. 

Let X be a Banach space and f be any function in fo(X). The continuity 
off on X implies the coercivity of j*, Moreau (1965), where: 

j*(y) = sup{ (x, y)- f( x) : x EX} , 

is the conjugate function of f. This result has been generalized in Elghali (1988) 
. for sequences of functions in f 0 (X). 

T he purpose of this section is to study the condit ions to be imposed on the 
sequence Un)n in f 0 (X) which imply the strong equi-coercivity of the sequence 
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PROPOSITION 3.4 Let X be a Banach space and Un)n be any sequence of func
tions in fo(X). If Un)n is 11·11-equi-continuous at 0 and supnEN fn(O) < + oo, 
then (f~ )n is equi-coercive. 

Proof. Because Un)n is strongly equi-continuous at 0, there exist a > 0 and 
r > 0 such that: 

fn(x)::; a, Vx E rB, Vn EN, 

(see Elghali , 1988), where B = B(O, 1) is the unit ball centered at the origin. 
Then: 

f~(x*) = sup{(x,x*)- fn(x)} 2 sup {(x,x*)- a} = r ll x*ll* - a 
xEX xEr·B 

Vx* E X*, Vn E N, 

where II . II * denotes the norm of the dual space X*. Hence, u,:)n is equi
coercive. • 

We deduce from the above result that when X has a finite dimension, if (fn)n 
is a sequence of convex fini te functions, that is if for every n in N : dom(fn) = 
X, which converges to some convex finite function f, then (f~)n is strongly 
diagonal-coercive. 

PROPOSITION 3.5 Let Un)n (fn : R~' -+ R) be any sequence of convex and 
finite fun ctions, which converges to f. Then (f~ )n is strongly diagonal-coercive. 

Proof. Let (x~)n be any sequence of vectors in R~' such that: ll x~ ll -+ + oo. 
Using the definition of the conjugate function, we obtain: 

which implies: 

l. . f f~(x~) 1. . f {/ X~ ) fn(x)} 
m~111 Tx::f = 

111~111 !~~ \ x, ll x~ ll - ll x~ ll 

l .. r{/ x;l ) fn(x)} 2 !~~ 1111
n

111 
\ x, ll x~ ll - ll x ~ ll . 

We choose a subsequence such that : 

l .. f{/ X~ ) fn(X)} 1. {/ X~, ) fn'(x)} () 1
mnm \ x, ll x:, ll - ll x~ ll = ~rr \ x , ll x~, ll - ll x~, ll . 

1 

Because ll x~, ll -+ +oo and (fn'(x))n' converges to f(x) E R, the equality 
(1) may be written down as: 

1' - , _ . r I - X~ \ fn(x) l - 1, _, I - x~, \ 
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The sequence (x~, /ll x~, li) n' being bounded, there exists a subsequence such 
that: 

. x~, 
lun -

11 
-

11 
= u E R , with !lull = 1. 

n" x~, 

We then deduce 

1. . f f~(x~) ( ) 1m 111 -
11
- . 

1
-
1 

2: sup x, u = + oo, 
n Xn xEX 

which ends up the proof. • 
4. Critical points of sequences of D.C. functions 

Since its introduction by Toland in 1978, the notion of critical point of a D.C. 
function has att racted attent ion of several researchers such as, for example, Cor
rea and Lemarechal (1993), Pham Dinh Tao and El Bernoussi (1986), Lemaire 
(1988), Yassine (1988, 1999). Our purpose is to prove t hat if (fn)n is a sequence 
of D.C. functions which converges in an appropriate way to a D.C. function f 
and if Un is a critical point of f n such that ( Un )n converges to u, then u is a 
critical point of f. 

Let us first recall some results we will use in t he remaining parts of the 
paper. 

DEFINITION 4.1 Let X be a Banach space, f: X--+ R be a D.C. function and 
(g,h) be a D.C. decomposition of f . We define the fun ction f . : X*--+ R as: 

Vx* EX* : f .(x*) = h*(x* )- g*(x*). 

Notice that f . is not the conjugate function of f. The link between f. and 
the conjugate function f* of f can be found in Ellaia and Hiriart-Urruty (1986) 
and Ellaia (1984). 

DEFINITION 4.2 Let X be a refl exive Banach space, (fn)n be a sequence of 
D. C. fun ctions of X in R and (gn, hn) be a D. C. decomposition of fn· We 

say that Un)n D. C. Mosca-converges to f = g - h and we note fn D:.£_,M f, 
if (gn)n Mosca-converges to g and (hn)n Mosca-converges to h {see the above 
Definition 2.2). 

Before announcing t he main result of this section , let us recall the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM 4.3 (Attouch , 1989) Let X be a reflexive Banach space. For ev
ery sequence ( IPn)n of proper, lsc and convex fun ctions X --+ R, the following 
properties are equivalent: 

M 
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2. O'fJn ~ a<p, which m eans that: 

REMARK 4.4 This above defined graph-convergence is also called the Kumtow
ski- Painleve convergence. 

THEOREM 4.5 Let X be a reflexive Banach space, Un)n be a sequence of D. C. 
functions and (g11 , h11 ) be a normalized D. C. decomposition of fn. Let us assume 
that the following conditions are verified: 

1. The sequence Un)n D.C-Mosco-converges to f = g- h. 
2. Th e sequence (h~)n is strongly diagonal-coercive. 
3. For every n inN, Un is a critical point of fn and (·u.n)n converges to u in 

the strong topology of X. 
Then, u is a critical point of f. 

Proof. According to assumption 3., for every n in N , we have: 8gn(un) n 
8h11 (un) -I- 0. Hence one can choose u~ in 8gn(un) n 8h11 (un)· According to 
Fenchel's equality, we have: 

hn ( U 11 ) + h~ ( u;.) = ( Un , u;, ) . 

Because (g11 , hn) is a normalized decomposition of f n, one has: h11 (un ) ;: 0, 
which implies: 

(2) 

for every llu~ II -I- 0. Because the sequence ( Un )n is supposed to be convergent, 
the inequality (2) and the hypothesis 2. imply that ( u~)n is bounded. Let 
(u;(n))n be any subsequence *-weakly convergent to u• EX*. We have: 

11 ·11 • • M h M I 
Us(n) ----+ u, Us(n) ~ U , 9n --; g, n --; 1., 

which prove, according to Theorem 4.3 and the definition of the graph-conver
gence, that u• belongs to 8g(u) and u• belongs to 8h(u). This completes the 
proof. • 

It is sometimes better to impose some conditions on the D.C. function f itself 
instead of imposing some other ones on a decomposition (g, h) of f. Accord
ingly, we prove the following theorem, which looks like the above Theorem 4.5 , 
changing the hypothesis 2. of this theorem as follows . 

THEOREM 4.6 Let X be a refl exive B anach space, (Jn)n be any sequence of 
D. C. fun ctions and (gn, hn) be a normalized D. C. decomposition of fn· Let us 
suppose that the following conditions are verified: 
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2. The sequence ((fn) . )n is diagonal-coercive. 
3. For every n inN, Un is a critical point of fn , (un)n converges to u in the 

strong topology of X and (gn(un))n converges to g(u) . 

Then, u is a critical point of f. 

Proof. According to the assumption 3., one has, for every n in N: hn(un) n 
ogn(un) ::f 0. Upon choosing u;, in ogn(un) n oh,(un), we have, according to 
Fenchel's equality: 

hn(u,) + h~(u~) = (un , u~); gn(un) + g~(u~) = (un , u~) , 
:::} Un).(u~ ) = gn(un)- hn(Un) ~ gn(un), 

(3) 

because hn(u,) 2 0, for every n in N. Thanks to the above assumption 3., the 
sequence (gn ( Un) )n converges, from which we deduce thanks to the inequality 
(3) that: 

This ensures, thanks to this hypothesis 2. , that (u;J, is bounded. Let 
( u;(n) )n be a subsequence *-weakly convergent to some u* in X*. We have 

11 · 11 • • G I M h Us(n) ----+ U, Us(n) ~ U , gn --+ g, ln --+ , 

which imply, using Theorem 4.3 and the definition of the graph-convergence, 
that u* belongs to og(u) and to oh(u). • 

5. Algorithm 

In the following, H denotes a real Hilbert space, (-, ·) and II · II are respectively 
the scalar product and the norm on H. In this paragraph, our purpose is to 
study the algorithm: 

{ 
Given Ito E H, 
find Pn E ohn(u,); Un+l = prOX>,g,.(un + Ap,), 

(ALG) 

where w = prox>,'P(u) is the unique point where the function A II· -ull 2 + If?(.) 
reaches its minimum. We will prove that if (g,)n and (h,)n are two sequences 
in f 0 (H) , Mosca-converging, respectively, tog and hand if the sequence (un )n 
converges to u in H, then the sequence (u,)n built in the algorithm (ALG) 
converges to some critical point u of f = g - h. Notice that Lemaire (1988) 
proved a similar result , assuming that the sequence (gn)n decreases tog and that 
the sequence (hn)n increases to h. We recall that a sequence (IPn)n increases 
(resp . decreases) to a function IP if: 

\::In EN, 'Vx E H: IPn (x) ~ IPn+I(x) (resp. IPn+l(x) ~ IPn(x )) . 
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THEOREM 5.1 Let (un)n be the sequence defined by the algorithm (ALG) . As
sume that the following conditions are verified: 

1. For every n E N, hn is nonnegative. 
2. The sequence ( h~)n is strongly diagonal-coercive in H. 
3. The sequences (gn)n and (h,) n are Mosca-converging respectively to g 

and h. 
4. The sequence ( U11 )n converges to u in H. 

Then u is a critical point of f. 

Proof. Because Pn belongs to 8hn ( Un), Fenchel's equality implies that: 

Because h11 (un) 2: 0, we have: 

(4) 

for every Pn ~ 0. Because the sequence ( Un )n is supposed to be convergent, the 
inequality (4) and the hypothesis 2. imply that (p11 ) 11 is bounded in H. Let 
(Ps(n))n be a subsequence *-weakly convergent to some pin H. We have: 

11·11 M 
Us(n) _____. U,Ps(n) ~ p, hn --4 h. 

Using Theorem 4.3 and the definition of the graph-convergence, we thus 
prove that p belongs to 8h(u). Next we claim that p also belongs to 8g(u). 
According to the algorithm ( ALG), we have: 

Us(n)+l = 1S9s(n )(us(n) + APs(n)) =(I+ .A8gs(n))- 1 (us(n) + APs(n)) 

Us(n) - Us(n)+l ( ) 
¢:} Vs(n) = ,\ + Ps(n) E 09s(n) Us(n )+l · 

(5) 

We have 

11·11 11·11 
Us(n) _____. U, Us(n)+l _____. U, 

and according to (5), (vs(n))n weakly converges top. Because (gn)n Mosca
converges to g, we deduce, following Theorem 4.3 and the definition of the 
graph-convergence, that p belongs to 8g( u). This completes the proof. • 

REMARK 5.2 The condition 1. is, in fact, not restrictive. Indeed, according to 
Proposition 2.4, every D. C. function admits a normal decomposition (g, h), with 
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6. Approximation of the solution of semilinear elliptic 
problems · 

In this paragraph, the algorithm (ALG) is used for the approximation of the 
critical points of the function f , defined on H = L2 (D.) by f = g- h, with: 

g(u) ~ { { ik 1Vul
2 

dx - In kudx 

h(u) = r j(x, u(x)) d1:, 
.In 

if u E HJ(D.), 

otherwise (6) 

where D. is an open, smooth and bounded subset of RN (N 2: 1), k belongs to 
L2(D.) and j: n X R __. R+ is such that, for almost every XED.: 

T f-) j(x, r) is convex, lsc, proper, 

j(:r: , r) ~ c(x) ITI2 , with c E £ = (D.), 

min j(x, T) = j(x, 0) = 0. 
rER 

(7) 

We observe that f is D.C. on L2 (D.) , because g and h belong to fo(L2(D.)), 
Brezis (1992) . We then define the sequences (gn)n and (hn)n by: 

VuEL2 (D.): . 
{ 

9n(u) = g(u) 

hn(u) = l J,(x, u(x)) dx, 
(8) 

where j,(x , ·) is the Yoshida-approximation of j(x, ·) . Notice that (j 11 (x, ·)),, 
increases to j ( x, ·) and satisfies 

I 
fJjn I 'in: Jn(x, T) ~ j(x, T), a;(x, T) ~ n . 

We know that: ah11 (u) = j:1 (-,u) , Bn~zis (1992). Let us recall that: 

in the distributional sense. The (ALG) algorithm becomes in this case : 

(ALG1) 
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THEOREM 6.1 The sequence (u,)n defined by the algorithm (ALGl} admits a 
subsequence ('us(n) ), which converges to some critical point u off. Moreover, 
u is a solution of: 

{ 
-6u(x) E j3(x, u(x )) + k(x), 
u E H 2 (0) n HJ(O), 

inn 
(P) 

whe1·e {3( x, ·) is the maximal monotone graph in R such that 0 E /3( x, 0) and 
aj(x, r-) = j3(x, r). 

Proof. We assert that Theorem 6.1 is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.5. 
Indeed, let us prove that the conditions of Theorem 4.5 are satisfied. 

1. Because j,(x,r) is nonnegative, h,(u) is non-negative. 
2. The sequence (h~)n is strongly diagonal-coercive. In fact, following Brezis 

(1992), we have: 

h;1 (Pn) = l j~(x,pn(x)) dx. (9) 

Because (jn(x, ·))n increases to j(x, ·) , the hypothesis (7)2 implies that: 

h~(p) 2: d l p
2 dx , (10) 

where dis a nonnegative constant. We then have, thanks to (9) and (10): 

h~(Pn) 

IIPnllu 

1 j~(x,p,(x)) dx 
= fl > d l (p,)Z dx -

l . h:,(p,) - + => 1m --- - oo. 
llrniiLz-+oo IIPn llu 

r (p,)2 dx 
.Jn 

3. Because the sequence (h,.)n is increasing, then it Mosco-converges to h = 
sup

71 
h 11 , Attouch (1989). 

4. Let us prove that the sequence (un)n admits a subsequence (us(n ))n such 
that the sequences (us(n))n and (us (n)+dn converge in the strong topology 
of £ 2 (0). According to (ALGI), Un+l satisfies: 

{ 

Un+ l E H 2 (0) n HJ(O) 

~Un+l - 6 v.n+l = ~Un + j~(-, Un) + 1.: , 

in the distributional sense. We multiply the preceding equation by Un+l -

Un, integrate in f2 and get: 

~ l (un+l- v.,)
2 

dx + fniY'un+tl
2 

dx -l Y'un+l · Y'un dx 

- r "' (- " \ ( .. .. . \ -~- , r 1 .. 1 ... 
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Applying Young's inequality and the convexity of j 11 , we obtain: 

± l (un+l- Un)
2 

dx + ~ fniV'un+ll
2 

dx -l kun+l dx 

11 0 1· :S - i'Vun i~ dx- Jn(X, Un) dx 
2 !l !l 

(11) 

+ l Jn(X, Un+l) dx -l kun dx. 

Moreover, the sequence (jn( x, .))n is increasing. Let us define: 

CTn = ~ r i'Vuni 2 dx- r jn(- , Un) dx- r kun dx. 
2}n Jn Jn 

We deduce from (11) that the sequence (an)n is decreasing. According to 
the hypothesis (7)1 and Young's inequality, we have: 

(12) 

Applying Rellich's Lemma, Brezis (1992), and because licll v"' 
can choose E > 0 in (12) such that: 

< AI, we 

CTn 2 - c(c) l k2 dx. 

Adding up, term to term, the quantities given in (11), we obtain: 

+oo 11 ~ - (un+I - Un)
2 dx :S CJo- lim CJn 

~ A !l n- oo 
'11=0 

=} lim r (un+l- Un) 2 dx = 0. 
n-oo .Jn 

Let us now prove that the sequence (un)n is bounded in HJ(D) . Because 
the sequence (CJn)n is decreasing, we have, for every n 2 1: CJn::; CJI , which 
implies: 

~ r i'Vuni2dx - r Jn(X , Un) dx- r kundX :S CJI. 
2 Jn Jn Jn 

The hypothesis (7)1 and Young's inequality imply: 

1 1 2 E + lic ll £00 1 ? 1 2 - i'Vuni d.1: :S A u;, d.1: + c(c) k dx + CJI· 
2n 2I n n 

(13) 

Applying again Rellich's Lemma and choosing E > 0 such that: a= 
AI - E - llciiLoo > 0, we obtain, thanks to (13): 

( 1\7., 12 rl ~· < 2AI ( r ( "' I ( L·2 riT + fT • l 
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Let (us(n))n be any subsequence of (un)n strongly converging to some u 
in L2 (D.). According to (13), (us(n)+l)n also converges to u in the strong 
topology of L2 (D.). Consequently, the hypothesis 4. is verified. According 
to Theorem 4.5, u is a critical point of f. There exists p in ag( u) n ah( 11), 
and because: ag(u) = { -f::J.u- k} and ah(u) = !3(·, 11), we get: 

{ 
-f::J.u- k E {3 (-,u ) 
u E H2 (D.) n HJ(D.). 

11 is thus a solution of (P). • 
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